Suggestions to Prepare an Article Manuscript

*English Journal* is a refereed journal. All manuscripts are read by three or more outside reviewers who are either English language arts teachers or teacher educators. The majority have published articles in *English Journal*.

We will attempt to reach a decision on each article within five months. The decision on manuscripts submitted in response to a specific call for manuscripts will be made after the call deadline. Receipt of manuscript submissions via Editorial Manager will be acknowledged by email.

These suggestions are offered to guide authors in preparation of article manuscripts for submission.

1. **Focus on a story or narrative for a teacher audience.**
   Remember that the audience for *English Journal* is teachers at the secondary level in English language arts and literacy. This is a significant audience to keep in mind with content, concepts, examples, and artifacts for teaching and learning in the profession.

2. **Present your purpose early on in the manuscript.**
   Include your argument, exposition, or purpose early in your article or at least in the first few paragraphs of your manuscript. Readers want to know the purpose of the article and any takeaways they will gain for application in their practice as classroom teachers.

3. **Read, review, and annotate a recent article.**
   As you read a recent article, consider the writing moves and signposts used by authors published in *English Journal*. This can guide your organization of ideas and also make your argument more salient for a teacher audience. Also, notice how authors include student work and artifacts and reference others with research.

4. **Invite a colleague and outside reader to review your manuscript before submission.**
   Sometimes a colleague can notice what we are not seeing in our manuscript. In addition, a reader outside of our profession can provide us insights before submitting it for peer review.

5. **Follow the Submission Guidelines and complete the sections for submission via the Editorial Manager website.** Please use the Checklist document to guide you as you prepare your article manuscript for submission.